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What can we do to prevent more atrocities from happening in the future, and to stop the ones
that are happening right now? That the World May Know tells the powerful and moving story of
the successes and failures of the modern human rights movement. Drawing on firsthand
accounts from fieldworkers around the world, the book gives a painfully clear picture of the
human cost of confronting inhumanity in our day.
In this retelling of Cinderella, Ellen Sinder's violent stepmother terrifies her, her plan for
surviving and getting through high school quietly begins to unravel, and Auntie, an odd old
woman who takes her in, may not be as kindly as she appears.
Defiance: Strange Angels Volume 4Strange AngelsPenguin Group Australia
It is the best known book about American slavery, and was so incendiary upon its first
publication in 1852 that it actually ignited the social flames that led to Civil War less than a
decade later. What began as a series of sketches for the Cincinnati abolitionist newspaper The
National Era scandalized the North, was banned in the South, and ultimately became the
bestselling novel of the 19th century. Today, controversy over this melodramatic tale of the
dignified slave Tom, the brutal plantation owner Simon Legree, and Stowe's other vividly drawn
characters continues, as modern scholars debate the work's newly appreciated feminist
undertones and others decry it as the source of enduring stereotypes about African Americans.
As one of the most influential books in U.S. history, it deserves to be read by all students of
literature and of the American story. American abolitionist and author HARRIET BEECHER
STOWE (1811-1896) was born in Connecticut, daughter of a Congregationalist minister and
sister to abolitionist theologian Henry Ward Beecher. She wrote more than two dozen books,
both fiction and nonfiction.
Beginning with the absolutely critical first moments of the outbreak in China, and ending with
an epilogue on the vaccine rollout and the unprecedented events between the election of
Joseph Biden and his inauguration, Lawrence Wright's The Plague Year surges forward with
essential information--and fascinating historical parallels--examining the medical, economic,
political, and social ramifications of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This collection of short stories from the author of Birds of a Lesser Paradise depicts the
forgotten lives of women who almost achieved fame and notoriety, including Lord Byron's
illegitimate daughter, Oscar Wilde's niece and Edna St. Vincent Milay's sister. 30,000 first
printing.
A new chapter in the New York Times bestselling Morganville Vampires saga. Vampire
musician Michael Glass has attracted the attention of a big- time producer who wants to cut a
demo and play some gigs-which means Michael will have to enter the human world. For this,
he's been assigned escorts that include both a dangerous immortal as well as Michael's all-toohuman friends. And with that mix of personalities, this is going to be a road trip from hell...
Set in 1960, Nobel Prize winner Peter Handke's Repetition tells of Filib Kobal's journey from
his home in Carinthia to Slovenia on the trail of his missing brother, Gregor. He is armed only
with two of Gregor's books: a copy book from agricultural school, and a Slovenian - German
dictionary, in which Gregor has marked certain words. The resulting investigation of the laws of
language and naming becomes a transformative investigation of himself and the world around
him. "Handke's eminence, displayed in a substantial oeuvre of plays, novels and poems, is
reaffirmed brilliantly by [Repetition]." - Publishers Weekly
Vampires and humans coexist in harmony in Morganville until the arrival of the evil vampire
Bishop, an event which forces Claire Danvers and her friends to join an underground
resistance movement to stop him from destroying all the inhabitants of the town.
Dreamily dark and spellbinding with a hint of horror, New York Times bestselling author Lili St.
Crow stuns with this toothsome retelling of Little Red Riding Hood. Full moon. Glowing eyes.
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Red lips. And such sharp, sharp teeth… In the kin world, girls Ruby de Varre’s age are
expected to play nice, get betrothed, and start a family—especially if they’re rootkin, and the
fate of the clan is riding on them. But after a childhood of running wild in the woods, it’s hard to
turn completely around and be demure. Even if your Gran is expecting it. Then Conrad,
handsome and charming, from a clan across the Waste, comes to New Haven to seal alliance
between their two families. The sparks fly immediately. Conrad is smart, dominant, and
downright gorgeous. Yet as Ruby gets to know him more, she starts to realize
something's...off. Then, the murders start. A killer stalks the city streets, and just when Ruby
starts to suspect the unimaginable, she becomes the next target. Now Ruby’s about to find out
that Conrad’s secrets go deeper than she ever could have guessed—and it’s up to Ruby to
save her Gran, her clan, and maybe even herself.... Prepare to become thrillingly lost in the
third, final, and simply mesmerizing installment of Lili St. Crow’s Tales of Beauty and Madness
series.
The classic manifesto of the liberated woman, this book explores every facet of a woman's life.
The political activist and founder of "POZ" magazine recounts his experiencesin New York
during the height of the AIDS epidemic, his own transforming diagnosis with HIV, and his
efforts as the executive director of the Sero Project.
Dru, a psychic sixteen-year-old aided by a "werwulf"-bitten friend, and a half-human vampire
hunter, faces danger and death while searching for her parents' killers.
Heather Brewer, the New York Times bestselling author of THE CHRONICLES OF VLADIMIR
TOD, brings this spin-off series to a thrilling conclusion. All secrets will be revealed as Slayer
Joss McMillan tracks a murderous vampire terrorizing his hometown of Santa Clara. During his
investigation, Joss comes head to head with old enemies seeking revenge and faces the truth
about his sister Cecile’s murder. Joss must use all of his skill to protect his loved ones, even if
it means paying the ultimate price.
While Morganville, Texas, is often a troubled town, Claire Danvers and her friends are looking
forward to coming home. But the Morganville they return to isn’t the one they know; it’s
become a different place—a deadly one… Something drastic has happened in Morganville while
Claire and her friends were away. The town looks cleaner and happier than they’ve ever seen
it before, but when their incoming group is arrested and separated—vampires from
humans—they realize that the changes definitely aren’t for the better. It seems that an
organization called the Daylight Foundation has offered the population of Morganville
something they’ve never had: hope of a vampire-free future. And while it sounds like
salvation—even for the vampires themselves—the truth is far more sinister and deadly. Now,
Claire, Shane and Eve need to find a way to break their friends out of Daylighter custody,
before the vampires of Morganville meet their untimely end… Includes a teaser from Prince of
Shadows: A Novel of Romeo and Juliet!
Get ready for "non-stop vampire action" (Darque Reviews) in the latest Morganville Vampire
novel from New York Times bestselling author Rachel Caine. While developing a new system
to maintain Morganville's defenses, student Claire Danvers discovers a way to amplify vampire
mental powers. Through this, she's able to re-establish the field around this vampire-infested
Texas college town that protects it from outsiders. But the new upgrades have an unexpected
consequence: people inside the town begin to slowly forget who they are-even the vampires.
Soon, the town's little memory problem has turned into a full-on epidemic. Now Claire needs to
figure out a way to pull the plug on her experiment- before she forgets how to save
Morganville... Watch a Video

The summer before ninth grade, when Joss sets off to meet his uncle and hunt
down the beast that murdered his younger sister three years earlier, he learns he
is destined to join the Slayer Society.
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It?s a good thing Dru Anderson is fast. Because the sucker chasing her isn?t
slowing down?and he won?t rest until he has tasted her blood and silenced her
heart . . . Dru?s best friend, Graves, and her strange and handsome savior,
Christophe, are ready to help her take on the ultimate evil. But will their battle for
Dru?s heart get in the way of her survival?
When Claire Danvers and her equally outcast best friend Eve are invited to the
annual Dead Girls' Dance at a fraternity, all hell breaks loose when the living
group party with the dead group in a town rampant with bloodthirsty vampires.
In Strange Angels, Dru Anderson has what her grandmother called “the touch.”
(Comes in handy when you’re traveling from town to town with your dad, hunting
ghosts, suckers, wulfen, and the occasional zombie.) Then her dad turns up
dead—but still walking—and Dru knows she’s next. Even worse, she’s got two
guys hungry for her affections, and they’re not about to let the fiercely
independent Dru go it alone. Will Dru discover just how special she really is
before coming face-to-fang with whatever—or whoever— is hunting her?
In 1967, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., isolated himself from the demands of the civil
rights movement, rented a house in Jamaica with no telephone, and labored over
his final manuscript. In this significantly prophetic work, which has been
unavailable for more than ten years, we find King's acute analysis of American
race relations and the state of the movement after a decade of civil rights efforts.
Here he lays out his thoughts, plans, and dreams for America's future, including
the need for better jobs, higher wages, decent housing, and quality education.
With a universal message of hope that continues to resonate, King demanded an
end to global suffering, powerfully asserting that humankind-for the first time-has
the resources and technology to eradicate poverty.
Thirty-five years have passed since the death of the Master. But now a new evil
walks among the living. . . . When nineteen-year-old John Shaw returns from the
trenches of World War I, he is haunted by nightmares—not only of the battlefield,
but of the strange, cruel and impossible feats of his regiment's commander,
Quincey Harker. Harker's ferocity knows no limits, and his strength is
superhuman. At first John blames his bloody nightmares on trench fever. But
when Harker appears in England and begins wooing John's sister, John must
confront the truth—and stop Harker from continuing Dracula's bloodline.
The five McAlisters were gathered in the dining-room, one rainy night in late
August. In view of the respective dimensions of the family circle and the family
income, servants were few in the McAlister household, and division of labor was
the order of the day. Old Susan had cleared away the table and brought in the
lamp; then she retired to the kitchen, leaving the young people to
themselves.Hope was darning stockings. She had one of Hubert's socks drawn
on over her hand, which showed, white and dainty, through the great, ragged
hole. Hubert sat near her with little Allyn on his knee, tiding over a crisis in the
young man's temper by showing him pictures in the dilapidated Mother Goose
which had done duty for successive McAlisters, from seventeen-year-old Hope
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down."Stop kicking brother," he commanded, as Allyn lifted up his voice and his
heels in vigorous protest against things in general, and the approach of the
sandman in particular. "Listen, Allyn,-'There was a little man,And he had a little
gun,And his bullets were made of lead, lead, lead.'"
The #1 New York Times bestselling novel and basis for the Academy Awardwinning film—a timeless and universal story about the lines we abide by, and the
ones we don’t—nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The
Great American Read. Aibileen is a black maid in 1962 Jackson, Mississippi,
who’s always taken orders quietly, but lately she’s unable to hold her bitterness
back. Her friend Minny has never held her tongue but now must somehow keep
secrets about her employer that leave her speechless. White socialite Skeeter
just graduated college. She’s full of ambition, but without a husband, she’s
considered a failure. Together, these seemingly different women join together to
write a tell-all book about work as a black maid in the South, that could forever
alter their destinies and the life of a small town...
Joss is summoned by Abraham to New York City and told he must prove his loyalty to
the Slayer Society by successfully leading a team in hunting a murderous Manhattan
vampire, or his life will be forfeit.
Price follows the immense success of The Surface of Earth with this vividly evocative
and stylistically impressive stand-alone sequel. "A novel of real emotion, real
connection, real life".--The Boston Globe.
In 1930 Danish artist Einar Wegener underwent a series of surgeries to live as Lili Ilse
Elvenes (more commonly known as Lili Elbe). Her life story, Fra Mand til Kvinde (From
Man to Woman), published in Copenhagen in 1931, is the first popular full-length
(auto)biographical narrative of a subject who undergoes genital transformation surgery
(Genitalumwandlung). In Man Into Woman: A Comparative Scholarly Edition, Pamela L.
Caughie and Sabine Meyer present the full text of the 1933 American edition of Elbe's
work with comprehensive notes on textual and paratextual variants across the four
published editions in three languages. This edition also includes a substantial scholarly
introduction which situates the historical and intellectual context of Elbe's work, as well
as new essays on the work by leading scholars in transgender studies and modernist
literature, and critical coverage of the 2015 biopic, The Danish Girl. This print edition
has a digital companion: the Lili Elbe Digital Archive (www.lilielbe.org). Launched on
July 6, 2019, to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the founding of Magnus
Hirschfeld's Institute for Sexual Science (Institut für Sexualwissenschaft) where Lili Elbe
was initially examined, the Lili Elbe Digital Archive hosts the German typescript and all
four editions of this narrative published in Danish, German, and English between 1931
and 1933, with English translations of the Danish edition and the typescript. Many
letters from archives and contemporaneous articles noted in this print edition may be
found in the digital archive.
The Great Gatsby (1925) is a novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald. Published at the height of
Fitzgerald’s career as a leading writer of American fiction, The Great Gatsby was
reviewed poorly by contemporary critics, but has since been recognized as a
groundbreaking work for its vision of American decadence and decay. Adapted into
several influential films and adored by generations of readers and writers, The Great
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Gatsby is not only Fitzgerald’s crowning achievement, but one of the finest novels ever
written. Nick Carraway is a young veteran and Yale graduate who moves to New York
in search of work. He rents a bungalow on Long Island next door to the extravagant
mansion of Jay Gatsby, a magnanimous millionaire with a mysterious past. There, he
reconnects with his distant cousin Daisy and her husband Tom Buchanan, a flagrant
philanderer who brings Nick to the city in order to spend time with Myrtle, his
impoverished mistress. Soon, he receives an invitation to a party at the Gatsby
mansion, where he gets terribly drunk and meets his neighbor, who swears they served
together in the Great War. As time goes by, the two begin a tenuous friendship
bolstered by stories of the war and a mutual fondness for alcohol. When Nick discovers
that Gatsby and Daisy have a complicated history with one another, he starts to
question not only the nature of his neighbor’s kindness, but his own desire to make it
big in New York. The Great Gatsby is a tragic tale of ambition and romance set in the
Roaring Twenties, a decade born from war and lost to economic disaster. With a
beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this new edition of F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby is a classic work of American literature reimagined
for modern readers.
In the afterlife for the fourth time, seventeen-year-old Elliot knows she has one last
chance, but before she can begin her fourth life she must delve into her past, earn the
forgiveness of her best friend, reconnect with her soul mate, and set things right for the
future.
Calla and Ren have been raised knowing it is their destiny to mate with one another
and rule over their pack, but when a human boy arrives and vies for Calla's heart, she
is faced with a decision that could change her whole world.
The second graphic novel in the series of adaptations of Heather Brewer's New York
Times best-selling series. Freshman year stinks for Vlad Tod. Bullies still harass him.
The photographer from the school newspaper is tailing him. And failing his studies
could be deadly. A trip to Siberia gives study abroad a whole new meaning as Vlad
connects with other vampires and advances his mind-control abilities, but will he return
home with the skills to recognize a vampire slayer when he sees one? In this thrilling
sequel to Eighth Grade Bites, Vlad must confront the secrets of the past and battle
forces that once again threaten his life.
Hey Sucker. It's showtime. The Real World is a frighting place. Just ask sixteen-yearold orphan Dru Anderson, a tough girl who has taken on her fair share of bad guys.
She's armed, dangerous, and not going down with a fight. So it's gonna take her a while
to figure out who she can trust . . . Dru Anderson has always been a good listener. She
listened to her dad, but had to gun him down when he turned zombie. She listened to
the Order, but got nothing but lied to in return. She listened to Christophe, but still lost
the only friend she had left. Time to buckle up, boys and girls. Dru Anderson is done
listening. From here on out, she'll face the King of the Vampires on her own terms. And
if the Order has a problem with that, they can kiss their sweet little svetocha goodbye.
DRU ANDERSON'S NOT AFRAID OF THE DARK. BUT SHE SHOULD BE.
For thirteen years Vlad has kept secret that he is half-vampire, but when his missing
teacher is replaced by a sinister substitute, he learns that there is more to being a
vampire than he could have guessed.
Vlad's running out of time. The Elysian Council has given him weeks to live, and that's if
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the Slayer Society doesn't kill him first. Then there's the issue of Vlad's father, who may
or may not still be alive after all these years, and oh yeah, that tiny little detail in the
Pravus prophecy about Vlad enslaving Vampirekind and the human race. So much for
college applications . . . Dark secrets will be revealed, old friends will become enemies,
and warm blood will run cold in this thrilling final instalment in the tales of Vladimir Tod.
College freshman Claire Danvers has had enough of her nightmarish dorm situation,
where the popular girls never let her forget just where she ranks in the school's social
scene: somewhere less than zero. When Claire heads off-campus, the imposing old
house where she finds a room may not be much better. Her new roommates don't show
many signs of life. But they'll have Claire's back when the town's deepest secrets come
crawling out, hungry for fresh blood. Watch a Windows Media trailer for this book.
Accustomed to a carefree existence, fifteen-year-old Parker Baer meets the girl next
door and finds his life taking a menacing turn as he begins to absorb some of her
terrible powers.
New York Times bestselling author Lili St. Crow thrilled legions of fans with her dark
paranormal series Strange Angels. Now she has crafted an evocative update of Snow
White, set in a vividly imagined world and populated by unforgettable new characters.
When Camille was six years old, she was discovered alone in the snow by Enrico
Vultusino, godfather of the Seven—the powerful Families that rule magic-ridden New
Haven. Papa Vultusino adopted the mute, scarred child, naming her after his dead wife
and raising her in luxury on Haven Hill alongside his own son, Nico. Now Cami is
turning sixteen. She’s no longer mute, though she keeps her faded scars hidden under
her school uniform, and though she opens up only to her two best friends, Ruby and
Ellie, and to Nico, who has become more than a brother to her. But even though Cami
is a pampered Vultusino heiress, she knows that she is not really Family. Unlike them,
she is a mortal with a past that lies buried in trauma. And it’s not until she meets the
mysterious Tor, who reveals scars of his own, that Cami begins to uncover the secrets
of her birth…to find out where she comes from and why her past is threatening her now.
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